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ABSTRACT

This paper is devoted to the description of new numerical methods developped for the numerical
treatment of two phase flow models with two velocity fields which are now widely used in
nuclear engineering for design or safety calculations. These methods are finite volumes
numerical methods and are based on the use of Approximate Riemann Solvers' concepts in order
to define convective flux versus mean cell quantities.

The first part of the communication will describe the numerical method for a three dimensionnaJ
drift flux model and the extensions which were performed to make the numerical scheme
implicit and to have fast running calculations of steady states. Such a scheme is now
implemented in the FLICA-4 computer code devoted to 3-D steady state and transient core
computations. We will present results obtained for a steady state flow with rod bow effect
evaluation and for a Steam Line Break calculation were the 3-D core thermal computation was
coupled with a 3-D kinetic calculation and a thermal-hydraulic transient calculation for the four
loops of a Pressurised Water Reactor.

The second part of the paper will detailed the development an equivalent numerical method
based on an approximate Riemann Solver for a two fluid model with two momentum balance
equations for the liquid and the gas phases. The main difficulty for these models is due to the
existence of differential modelling terms such as added mass effects or interfacial pressure terms
which make hyperbolic the model. These terms doesn't permit to write the balance equations
system in a conservative form, and the classical theory for discontinuity propagation tot non-
linear systems cannot be applied. Meanwhile, the use of non-conservative products theory
allows the study of discontinuity propagation for a non conservative model and this will permit
the construction of a numerical scheme for two fluid two phase flow model. These different
points will be detailed in that section which will be illustrated by various significant numerical
tests computed with a one dimensionnal model.

INTRODUCTION

The modelling and numerical simulation of two phase flow phenomena continue to pose complex problems for
the development of computer codes dedicated to design or safety studies of nuclear reactors. Generally,
engineering two phase one dimensional or three dimenstonnal calculations require the determination of the
velocity, pressure and energy fields for each phase. The classical way to establish physical modelling for two
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phase !low. is 10 start lrom a single continuous description from each phase as Navier Stokes differential x

equations which represent mass, momentum and energy conservation at a scale larger than some molecular
!engin scales. This initial model is generally well-posed for fluid motion studies and. for engineering •
calculions, averaging procedures allow calculations of averaged physical variables defined over sufficient )
control volumes and time steps [I].

This averaging techniques were also applied to derived two phase flow models but with some difficulties by
comparison with single phase flow case. Generally (his results in an ill-posed problem and many differential 1
terms as added mass or pressure terms, are proposed in order to make hyperbolic the system [2], [3], [4].[5]. i

An alternate approach in order to obtained satisfactory numerical results is to employ numerical methods J
which have sufficient numeric dissipation in order to stabilise short wavelengths. This approach is used in J
computer codes like RELAP5 and TRAC. Ransom [6] has shown that this approach leads to convergent ' *
results with practical range of space discretisation, meanwhile high frequency oscillations appear with a large
number of ceils. The non-convergence of the results may be due either to the ill-posed character of the system
or to a non-monotone behaviour of the numerical scheme. I

In this paper we present a new class of numerical scheme for two- phase flow calculations. These numerical
schemes are based on a finite volume technique where convective flux are deduced from averaged cell
physical parameters by an approximate solution of a Riemann problem at the interface between two cells.
These class of numerical schemes, first developed by Godunov [7] then extended by Roe[8], are now widely
used for compressible gas flow calculations, due to their properties of convergence, stability, robustness and
monotonicity. We have extended these schemes to two phase flow calculations, in the two following sections
of the paper we will present these numerical methods applied first for three dimensionnal two phase flow
calculations with a drift velocity model which is implemented in the FLICA-4 core thermaihydraulic
computer code and secondly we will discuss about the extension of these methods to two fluid flow models
with differential source terms as added mass terms.

*

2 : APPROXIMATE RIEMANN SOLVER FOR THREE DIMENSIONNAL TWO-PHASE FLOW
MODEL WITH A DRIFT VELOCITY

Such a model is implemented in the three dimensionnal thermal-hydraulic computer code FLICA-4 [9] which
is mainly dedicated to core thermal transient analysis. This computer code is included in the SAPHYR core
physics system which also contains FLICA-S for calculations cf flow transients in primary loops, the
APPOLO-2 neutron transport code and CRONOS-2 3-D neutron diffusion and kinetic code. In this section we
will describe the numencal method used in FLICA-4 and results obtained for rod bow effects evaluation in a
fuel assembly and for a steam !ine break accident where FLICA-4 is coupled with FLICA-S and CRONOS-2
computer codes.

2.1 : FLICA-4 Two Phase Flow Model

The two phase flow model consists in a mixture mass conservation equation, a mixture momentum balance
equation, a mixture energy balance equation and a mass phase equation in order to calculate thermal
disequilibrium or subcooled boiling.
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I. here : AZ1. is a phase mass diffusion term due to two phase flow turbulence

FI4. contains the viscous stress tensor and turbulence effects modelling

Qi1 contains fluid heat conduction and energy turbulence diffusion terms

Ek =ek-r-"l- and: Hk =ev+(-£... ^ - ( « t
: )

the difference between phase velocities is given by three algebraic equations :
Ur = U-, - U1. V, = V, - V1. Wr = W. - W1

1.1 : Numerical scheme

Considering an integral form of the partial differential equations on a computational domain iZ and using a
finite volume method, an approximation of previous balance equations is obtained in the following form :

U\ -LT1 T

where : Uj denotes the conservative variables for the control volumes ii[ and Q1 (C/,' ,b", ) , O r (U', ,U', ) denote
the inviscid and viscous contributions respectively to the flux on the cell ty in direction of the cell j , neighbour
ofi.

The evaluation of the viscous contributions requires a knowledge of the first derivatives of intensive variables
as velocities, temperature and phase concentration. They are obtained by a centred difference scheme en which
the derivatives are represented by piecewise constant functions over computational domain. Full details of the
evaluation of dissipative flux terms are given in [10].

The basic point of the numerical method is the use of an approximate Riemann solver for inviscid flux
estimation and the implicit integrating step in order to advance in time.

From an original idea proposed by Godunov [6] for gas dynamic calculations, an usual way to define upwind
numerical flaxes for inviscid flux is to solve a local one dimensional Riemann problem at cell interfaces. Let
the system of conservation laws be expressed as an initial value problem according to the following form :

U, +

and
7,, for(x< O); U(x,0) * U1, for(x>0)

where /(U) is the inviscid flux in the x-direction and U,,U, are the vector of extensive flow parameters

which are conserved. The system of conservation laws can be exactly solved, over a short time step At. because
the initial data is piecewise constant and hence defines a sequence of Riemann problems. The exact solution is
reached by simply piecing together these Riemann problem solutions, until waves from the neighbouring
Ricmann problems begin to interact. In the 1-D case, the solution is given by :

The Godunov scheme can also be written in the following conservative form :



c numerical flux is then obtained by integrating the conservation law over the domain

"r , r Ax Axil . .
[/./-A/jxi . — 11, this gives :

„ rl I .0 f ,^00 x 1 Ax ,.,

" " ' ~J ' + AxMrL "' ' ' *' J + 2A/''•'"'

In fact, the Godunov method requires an exact solution of the Riemann problem which is very expensive due to
the fact that it is necessary to solve non-linear equations. However the whole structure of the exact Riemann
problem is not used because the average over each grid cell. This implies that the exact Riemann problem
solution is not wonh calculating and that one might obtain good numerical results through an approximate
Riemann solution given by cheaper methods.

This is the basic concepts of the Roe's approximate Riemann solver [7], which is the exact solution of the
following local linearisation of the conservative system.

Where [A]V is an average Jacobien matrix constructed in order to satisfy the following properties which

traduces respectively the consistency with jump conditions, convective flux definition and positivness :

AU,)-AV,)=[A\(U,-U,)

<&(£/. U)= /(U)

[A]1 has real and distinct eigenvalues

This linear Riemann problem is easy to solve. If \p, Rp are respectively the eigenvalues and the right

eigenvector, and if we decompose :

then the approximate Riemann solver is given by :

p
p

where : Sp = I// Xp <-. and Sp=0i/Xp>-

and. by substitution, one obtains the numerical flux :

where : (ap)~ =mim<7.0). and («„)" =max(a.O)
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3y usine the first property one obtains

The matrix [.-J]1 is defined as :\[AI11 =[/?]"'|AJ[/{]. where the matrices [/?]"' and [R] contains respectively

the right and left eigenvectors and A is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues.

We still have the problem to determine [A]1 in a reasonable way. Such a matrix is known as a Roe averaged

matrix and was first constructed for Euier equations with perfect gas. Several extensions of Roe's linearisation
to real gases have been proposed (H]. However for our system, the various solutions suggested for real gas
extensions will not be generally applicable because of additional difficulties due to the presence of two state
equations and unequal velocities.

To overcome that difficult)', we will use a weak formulation of the Roe's approximate Riemann solver of a non-
linear hyperbolic system in a non conservative form :

Uj + A(U)UX=O

This formulation is based on the definition of non conservative products proposed by Le Floch (12] and Dal
Maso [13]. Using this definition, one can define entropy weak solutions for the non-conservative system and
get jump relations or generalised Rankine Hugoniot conditions for discontinuous solutions :

A«D(s,UL,UR ))]^(S.UL,UR )JS=0

where : o(s.UL .UR ) is a Lipschitz continuous path connecting U1 and UR \nRm

Our Riemann solver is inspired from the above Rankine-Hugoniot condition. Precisely, we consider
approximate solutions of the Riemann problem, which are exact solutions of the following linear problem :

l\,+A(U,,UJ),Ux=0

where : 0 is a Lipschitz continuous path connecting U, and U1 in Rm and A(U, ,U1 ) t is an average matrix

depending on (U, .U1 ) and on the path ô(s.U,.U, ) which satisfy the three following properties:

A(U.U)0 = A(U)

A ( U,, U1 )j has real and distinct eigenvalues

One can notice that these conditions imply that a shock wave solution of the linearised system satisfies the
Rankinc-Hugontot conditions for the non linear conservative system and it is independent of the path O which
is. in this case useful to linearise the jacobien matrix.

To construct such matnx. we follow the method introduce by Le Floch (9]. The main feature is the choice of a
canonical path for a parameter vector w



Or,{S.U, ,U, ) = /,,(

with :

Using this path, we define the Roe's matrix by :

f, + S[W, -

= f A - one/.-J0(IV) = ^ .

A ( U 1 M , ) , =C(U,M , ^ B ( U 1 M , ) ?
wiih :

B(U, M, ) , = JAn(W1 + si w, - w. ))<Js

C(U, ,U1 )O = JA(/o( W, +s(w, - W1 ))cls

To guide the choice of the path, we first identify the path that leads to the Roe averaged matrix for Euler
equations with an ideal gas. then we construct a generalised Roe averaged matrix for the system using a
similar path. This leads to the following parameter vector and path :

and

w\wi
w, w6 -p(wx, w, ,w 3 . W4 , W5, W 6 )

Using the above definitions, straightfonvard computations lead to an averaged Jacobien matrix which can be
written in the following form :

where A(U, M1 )*, is a Roe averaged matrix for an homogeneous equilibrium two phase flow, and A(U, M1 ) p

may be considered as a perturbation matrix of the homogeneous case, including drift velocity terms and non
equilibrium effects.

We refer the reader to reference [10] for a complete description of these matrices.

2.3 : Numerical scheme implementation in FLICA-4

Once the matrix [A]j. is constructed, the numerical inviscid flux between control volumes / and/ will be given
by the following expression :

<J>,(U!.U'.)=±(Z(U:)+j(U;))-p]'n\(U! -U1M,

the matrix |.î |y can be split into
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where . A7 is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of [A] . and [J?]"1 . [^]1 are matrices which i

contain the right and left eigenvectors of [A]. It is be noted that [.-I]" and [A]~ have non negative {

eigenvalues. Then inviscid flux between cells i and j can be expressed according two equivalent ways: *

^,iUl.L-.) = /(L-I)-[AX1(U: -U])S,, !

=/(L^)-[Al(U!-W1)S11

Using these two definitions on two opposite surface of the control volume leads to a flux balance equation on
the following form :

where all involved matrices have non-negative eigenvalues.

In order to get W1 for all control volumes, one has to solve a set of non linear equations. Iterations needed to
solve this system of non linear equations, at each time step, may not be compensated for the savings gained
with the ability to take large time steps. To overcome this obstacle, the previous equation is linearised by

estimating the C matrices at time /-A /. Finally, using a delta formulation SU1 =[/,'-£/,'"', one get the
following linear system :

This linearisation will destroy the conservative property of the scheme but preserves its unconditional stability.
For transient calculations, a predictor-corrector calculation scheme is used. The first step solves the previous
linear system. The corrector step uses this estimation to compute flaxes and to solve exactly the balance
equations.

For reaaor core design or safety calculations, it is necessary to determine with accuracy steady state flow
regime which has to be compatible with the transient numerical scheme. A classical way to compute a steady
state is to perform transient computations with constant boundary conditions. Generally, this technique leads,
after a finite time, to a steady state if the numerical method possesses good conservative properties. The major
drawback of this method is its CPU time cost. A steady state numerical calculation scheme was derived from
the previously described numerical scheme in order to permit to overcome this obstacle (13|.

A first remark can be made on the construction of the implicit operator, the right hand-side of the linear
system contains a conservative discretisation of the steady state equations of the two phase flow model. It • -_,
follows that the steady state solution obtained when the time variation of conservative variables leads to zero is:

- consistent with the conservation form

- independent of time step used in the equations

• a spatially first order approximation to the steady state of tl>e partial differential equation system.

Consequently, the second step (conservation step) is not necessary-10 compute a steady state flow. ,

A second remark on the implicit scheme comes from an examination of the CPU time distribution between the
\ arious phases of the resolution of the predictor step. One can consider three phases : j
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- the matnx coefficients computations.

• the matnx pre-conditioning,

• the linear system resolution.

If linear system is solved by using a direct method (LU factorisation), the second phase which approximately
vanes with the square of the number of unknowns is generally the more expensive phase. However, the Roe
lincansauon leads to a positive definite matnx for the implicit operator. Due to the fact that in physical
modelling, dissipative terms will leads to a steady state flow regime, if there are not non-linear instabilities, and
if the linearisation of these terms preserves the dissipative behaviour of the numerical scheme, the linear system
will converge to a steady state flow if the linearised matrix is supposed to be a constant matrix.

As between two time steps, variations in the definition of matrix coefficients lead to second order variation for
the solution of the linear system, it is not necessary to compute at each lime step the matrix coefficients.
Consequently it is possible to gain CPU time by saving the pre-conditioned form of the matrix and by using it
for more than one time step.

For a very large meshing, the linear system can be solved directly but in many cases iterative methods are more
efficient then direct ones, especially when dealing with large sparse systems. In the FLICA-4 computer code,
two iterative methods are available to solve linear systems : a conjugate gradient squared method with partial
pre-conditioning (CGS) and the Generalised Minimal Residual algorithm (GMRES).

t

The Jacobien matrix derived from the linear system is a block tridiagonal matrix, since the axial meshing is
structured, in FLICA-4, the implementation of CGS and GMRES takes full advantage of the highly sparse
regular structure of the matrix resulting from the implicit operator.

In order to bring a good convergence rate, a pre-conditioning based on an incomplete LU factorisation has been
implemented. Due to the partial pre-conditioning of these two methods, the gain in CPU time is less important
than for direct method for steady state calculations where pre-conditioning is not performed at each time step.

2.4 : Numerical results

The FLICA-4 computer code is now validated for a great number of steady state and transient calculations in
rod bundles and PWR reactor core and assemblies. One of the main interest of the FLICA-4 computer code is
its integration in the SAPHYR core physics computer code system which makes possible strong coupling
between. 3-D core thermal hydraulic, primary system transient and 3-D core neutron kinetics computations. In
this secuon. we will briefly present results obtained with FLICA-4 for a steady state calculation with hot fuel
rod deformation and transient calculation for a steam line break accident.

2.4.1 : Rod bow effect steady state calculation

This calculation was perfonned in order to estimate the influence of a strong fuel rod deformation on the hot
channel coolant flow. The concerned hot channel is delimited by three fuel rods and one guide tube. The
deformed fuel rod is assumed to close communications between the hot channel and two adjacent ones between
1.9 m and 2. I m (fig. 1).

. guide tube

Oefornieahotroa

Jig. I : Rod position at 2 m level

A two step steady state calculation was performed for this. The first step was a steady state computation in a
quarter reactor core with one radial mesh by assembly and 37 levels. The first step gives transversal boundary
conditions for the hot assembly calculation wiih one radial mesh by channel and 37 axial levels (fig. 2).
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fig. 2 : Core and hot assembly radial meshing

Figures 3 and 4 give the axial mass flow rate and void fraction distributions in the hottest channels. One can
observe an important down flow diminution of the axial mass flow rate in the hot channel due to the cross
section diminution this effect leads to coolant vaporisation in the hot channel. Mass flow rates in channels
becomes equivalent after the hot rod deformation.

CAN» QUQD CATO7 ••— QUOB

fig. 4 : void fraction in the hottest channelsfig. 3 : Axial mass flow rate in the hottest channels

2.4.2 : Steam line break accident

The second example of calculauon shows how the integration of the FLICA-4 computer code allows complex
transient computation where loops transient calculations. 3-D neutron kinetic for reactor core power variation
and distribution estimation and 3-D reactor core thermal hydraulic are strongly coupled.

The transient calculation presented id a Steam Line Break accident which is classified as a severe reactivity
accident. One assumed that only one of the steam generators is affected by the break, then the heat removal
from RCS is highly asymmetric and this cause an asymmetric cooling of the core. Reactivity feedback effects
adds positive reactivity to the core which, at hot stand-by status, may return to criticality. The resulting power
excursion is controlled by safety injections with solute boron when primary pressure falls below the setpoint of
safety ejection.

This transient calculation is performed in a four loops PWR reactor [13], three computer codes developed in the
frame of the SAPHYR (computerised System Analysis for Reactor PHYsics) was used for the computation.

• CRON'OS-2 [14| is 3-D neutron computer code which solves the time-dependant multi-group diffusion
equation in the core by using a finite clement method. The cross section library comes from a 2-D
transport calculation with 99 groups which is performed by the APOLLO-2 computer code [15].

j
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FLICA-S [16| is a t'asi-runniny system code for PWR transient calculations, it can treat up to four loops
with muin-voiume models for down-comer, lower plenum, core and upper plenum in order to treat
asymmetric reactor transients. The FLICA-S computer code has two neutronic models : a point kinetics
model and a one-dimensional two-group kinetics model.

FLICA-4 is a 3-D thermal hydraulic core computer code
distribution and density and fuel rods temperature.

which computes the reactor flow coolant

Boundary conditions for FLICA-4 computer codes are provided by the FLICA-S computer code for core inlet
and outlet 2-D thermal conditions and by CRONOS-2 for power distribution. Coolant density, fuel
temperatures and boron concentration are transmitted from FLICA-4 to CRONOS-2 to determine reactivity
feedback effects.

Figure 5 shows the How chart of the coupled calculations between the three computer codes.

fig. S : flow chart for coupled calculation for SLB analysis

Figure 6 gives the core radial meshing used for the CRONOS-2 and FLICA-4 computer codes, an important
feature of the coupling is the possibility to define different radial and axial meshing for the two codes.
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intact loop

intact loop

fig. 6: CROSOS-Z andFLICl-I core meshing

Figure ? and S gives the reactor vessel inlet flow and coolant temperature during the accident and figure 9 gives
the core fission power during the accident. Due to asymmetric core cooling conditions and the assumption that
in the atTcctcd core region, the mote effective control rod is not shutted down, the power distribution and core
cooling conditions arc highly asymmetric (Tig. 10.11).



7 SLB analysis : reactor vessel inlet temperature fig. S : SLB analysis : reactor vessel irletjlow
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yîg. 9 : SLB analysis : Power evolution

10 : SLB analysis : reactor power distribution (t=40s)
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•;?. / / : SLB analysis : axial enthalpy and flow distribution in faulted and intact region <t=40s)



3 : DEVELOPMENT OF AN APPROXIMATE RIEMANN SOLVER FOR A TWO-FLUID FLOW
MODEL WITH TWO MOMENTUM EQUATIONS

There is a need in the frame of the FLICA-4 computer code development to permit calculations of some
transients, at low velocity or low pressure for instance or for calculations with small control volumes size, with
a two fluid model with two momentum balance equations. For that reason the numerical method described in
the previous section is now extended to such two phase flow modelling [17], [18|. The main problems to
extend the numencal method is mainly due to the non consenative form of balance equations due to the
differential terms which come from momentum transfer between phases as pressure terms or added mass terms.
The extension of the numerical method is now numerically tested on various one dimensional numerical
benchmarks which will be presented.

3.1 : Flow model

The first model considered to develop an approximate Riemann solver to a two-fluid model is an isentropic
equal pressure two-fluid model. Except virtual mass force term and interfacial pressure term which contains
partial derivatives, other transfer terms between phases are neglected. The resulting model is a non
conservative hyperbolic one.

—a ,p , + V(a,plul) = O

—avpv+V(avpvuv) = O

•£O1P1U1 + V(cc,p,u,&u,)+a,V. p = -Mvm

—avpvuv

where : X(vm is a virtual mass effect term

e,J — (uv -u=-<z,ave,J — (uv -u,) + u,.Vuv -uv.Vu,

The inclusion of the virtual mass term change the hyperbolicity of the system. The coefficient Cyn will be
defined in order to insure the hyperbolicity of the system. In the case where the relative velocity is much
lower than the speed of the sound in two-phase flow, it is demonstrated [17] that the system remains
hyperbolic if :

cm > (4c(l-c))"2

where : c is the vapor mass concentration

22 : Construction of an approximate Riemann solver for the non-conservative system

As in the previous case, the approximate Riemann solver is inspired from the generalised form of Rankine
Hugoniot conditions proposed by Le Floch and Dal Maso [12] which permits to consider approximate solution
of die Riemann problem for the approximate linear system :

U , + A(U1X1)^U x=i)

Where A(L, ,U. ) , is .-> constant matrix depending on the right and left states :(U, ,U1 )and on the path <t>.

which satisfy the generalised Rankine-Hugomot condition :

!• do
J,.U.))—{s.C.L'j ) = A(CU, ),(£', -U. )



For such non-conservative system, the choice of the path 0 will be crucial both for the matnx A definition and
lor the approximate solver. To overcome that difficulty, we propose to separate the path contribution on the
mo following problems :

• the definition of weak solutions which need path with a physical meaning,

• the linearisation of non linear matrix which doesn't need a physical path.

For the first problem, we consider the two fluid model without virtual mass model. In this case, it is possible to
define a void fraction a which permits to write the initial system in a conservative form.

\

-J^tPi+ Via

—avpv+V(avpvuv)=Q

—

S
—

with: Jr = - — + —
a, l\ah

l-a,

The system is in a conservative form, so the path will have an effect only on the linéarisation matrix A. Thus,
we can apply the strategy presented in the previous section (2.2) in order to detennine the Roe averaged matrix.
The chosen parameter vector is chosen as follow:

•Fitqu,

W2W6

W1W7

v"*wi

To extend the above method to construct Roe averaged matrix for the complete system, we are still using the
canonical path for the previous parameter vector. The resulting linear system is as follow :

and /0(w) =

M(U,.U1 YfU, f A(U,.U, )™UX = O

It can be shown that the Roe averaged matnx is given as the sum of two averaged matrix

A(U, .U1 )™ = A(U, .U, ) , + Ag (U, .U1 ) ,

The M matrix is the sum of identity and (he linearisation of vinunl mass time dependent terms.
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J J : Numerical Results

Various one dimcnsionnal test problems has been computed to validate the approximate Riemann solver
previously detailed. In this section we will present to numencai benchmark about a two-phase flow shock tube
problem and the water faucet problem.

3.3.1 : Shock tube problem

This is a Riemann problem with the left and right initial sates are the following :

• leftside: p=20 ,c=O.l . U[=48.5m/s ;uv=63.Sm/s

- right side : p= 20 . c=0.6 . U|=38 m/s ; uv=58m/s

Computations have been done using virtual mass coefficient of 2 and SO. Figure 12 and 13 give the void
fraction and density profile in each case. The solution is made by five constant states separated shock waves or
rarefaction waves. The propagation velocities of second and third waves being closed for small virtual mass
coefficient values, these two waves are not well separated for first calculation.

Qt(MtT
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fig 12 : Shock tube problem : density and void fraction profile at time t=0,9 ICT2 s (cvm = 2)
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fig 13 : Shock tube problem : density and void fraction profile at time 1=0.9 1(T- s (cvm = $))

Results obtained for this numerical test show the monotony of the numerical method and the possibilities for
the approximate Ricmann solver to compute large discontinuities.
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3.3.2 : Water faucet problem

This problem proposed by Ramsom [6], consists in a vertical water jet, contained within a cylindrical channel.
which is accelerated with the gravity action. At initial time, the pipe is filled with an uniform column of water
surrounded b> mgnant gas. such that the void fraction is constant and equal to 0,2. The liquid velocity in the
column is constant and equal to 10 m/s. Boundary conditions are constant inlet velocities and constant outlet
pressure (fig. 14).

During the transient, first, a void fraction wave is propagated at velocity near fluid velocity (fig. 15). Later,
when counter-cuncnt flow is established in the tube, an other void fraction wave is propagated in the opposite
direction (fig. 16). Once the first and second waves exit the pipe a steady state void profile is reached.

\

h=12m

P = P0 P s P 0

• • Liquida P—1 vapeur
fig. 14 : Water faucet problem : Schematic description
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4 : CONCLUSION

In this paper we have detailed the way to construct numerical scheme for two-fluid two phase flow problems
based on the definition of approximate Riemann solver. These scheme possess good numerical properties such 1

as monotony and positivity. We have used these methods in the frame of industrial computer code by
developing implicit numencal scheme and steady state algorithms. Due to the non conservative form of two-
phase flow balance equation systems, theoreucal difficulties such as generalised shock relationships have to be ^
overcome. An approximate Riemann solver was developed for a two fluid model with equal pressure in liquid i
and gas phases and with a virtual mass modelling, one dimensional numerical tests was performed which show 1
a good behaviour of the numerical method for discontinuity propagation's calculations in two phase flow. \

Improvements of the numerical method are now under development, these studies concern the industrialisation *

of the method :

• implicit scheme development for a six equation two fluid model based on an approximate Riemann solver.

• linearisation of scalar source terms.

• introduction of viscous and two phase flow turbulence modelling

• development of the method for unstructured meshes.
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